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Di］簸e盆sio塗／Shape Objects Classifiers Verbs
1D　inflexiblebats，　umbrellas，　bones，ん。π 0駕
sticks，　tfee　branches，　etc．
flexibleStringS，　rOpeS，　etC． （hiru）
2D　i無flexibleglass，　plates，　vases，　cups，ηzα乞11） ωα7財
tiles，　etc．
flexiblepaper，　books，　cloths， ：yα勧配
Plastic　bags，　nets，　etc．
3D，　mou難taiかmou慧tains，　sand　castles，ツα醗α，12）醜 ん召2μsμ
shaped mOU且tain4ike　ObjeCtS，　etC。
Fu簸ctional boxes，　radios，　TV’s，　clocks，dαε，んθπ，ん0， ん。ωα8召
chairs，　toys，　b装ildings，　cars魏，13）θオ。．
etc．
　　　　Table　2　shows　that　the　ID　and　2D　objec£s　are　simply　classified　by　one　classifier
based　on　spatial　configtLration　（thus，　hon　for　ID　objects　and　nzai　for　2D　objects）
and　that　the　3D　objects　are　classified　by　many　kinds　of　classifiers　based　not　only　on
their　spatial　configuration　（thus，　yama　for　mountain－shaped　objects）　but　also　on
functional　interactio4　with　humans，　especially　when　the　objects　are　artifacts　（thus，
dai　for　cars　and　TV’s，　hen　for　houses　or　buildings，　and　tsu　for　boxes，　radios，　clocks
and　so　on）．i4）
　ii）Again，　although　cups　and　vases　are　three　dimensioRal，　they　are　rnade　of　the　same
material　as　two－dimeRsional　objects　（e．g．　saucers）　which　are　counted　with　mai．
　｝2）　［1’his　is　the　only　classifier　that　does　not　appear　in　DowRing’s　list　of　classifiers　with
high　distributional　frequency．　Yama　is　applied　to　mountains　or　something　shaped
like　a　mountain．
　i3）IR　many　cases，　ho　and　tsLe　are　used　interchangeably　although　ko　seems　to　convey　a
definite　concept　and　have　the　meaning　three　dimensional．　Denny　（1979：　325）　claims　that
the　fact　that　tsu　is　semantically　unmarked　whereas　ho　has　the　meaning　t£hree－
dimensiona！’　leads　to　preferences　in　cases　where　both　can　be　in　fact　vised　for　the　same
oblecも．
　　　　Ok　the　other　hand，　Kageyama　（1987）　claims　that　the　general　classifier　ho　is　for
those　objects　which　have　almost　the　same　size　of　depth，　width　and　height　and　ho　is
rather　used　for　sma｝ler　objects　than　tsu．
　i‘’Denny　（1979：321）　claims　as　follows：
　　　　　　｛’As　socie£ies　grow　more　complex　it　seems　to　be　the　three－dimensional　class
　　　　　which　expands　because　this　is　the　unmarked　class　into　which　inany　objects，　some
　　　　　of’　quke　complex　str’ucture，　can　be　placed　since　they　are　not　markedly　oRe一　or
　　　　　two一　dimensional．”
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　　　　On　the　other　hand，　the　verbs　of　’breaking’　classify　the　ID　and　2D　objects　not
only　by　spatial　configuration　but　also　by　the　other　factoic　of　physical　interaction，
strength　of　material．　All　ID　objects　are　classified　by　hon，　but　the　verbs　they　are
used　with　depends　on　their　flexibility．　The　verb　przL　is　used　with　inflexible　ID　ob－
jects，　while　the　verb’kirLt　’to　cut’　is　used　with　flexible　ID　objects　such　as　string，
wire，　thread，　and　rope．　ln　the　same　way，　2D　objects　are　classified　by　mai，　but　the
verbs　they　are　used　w玉th　depends　on　their　fユexibiユity。　The　verb　walu　is　used　with　in－
flexible　2D　objects　such　as　glasses，　plates，　and　tiles，　while　the　verb　yaburu　is　used
with　flexible　2D　objects　such　as　paper，　cloth　and　nets．
　　　　The　objects　of　the　verb　ku2usu　are　relatively　parallel　to　the　category　of　objects
with　the　classifier　yama．　The　verb，　kowasu，　on　the　other　hand，　classifies　objects　to
which　h“mans　have　a　functional　relation　no　mat£er　what　shape　they　have　akhough
these　artifacts　are　classified　in　more　detail　by　several　classifiers．i5）
　　　　To　summarize，　Japanese．　classifiers　arrange　objects　by　virtue　of　spatial
configura－tions，　one　of　the　variables　of　physical　interactioR，　and　funct　ional　interac－
tion．　On　the　other　hand，　the　verbs　of　tbreaking’　further　classify　objects　by　the　other
variable　of　physical　interaction，　strength　of　materials．
Concrete　objects
　　　　　　　ID
　　　　　　　hon
inflexible　flexible
oru　kirLL
　　　　　　　2D
　　　　　　　mai
／×
inflexibユe　　fユexibユe
　　waru　blaburzL
3　D，　mountain－shaped　functional
　　　　　　　yama　dai，　leen，　ho，　tsu，　etc．
ku2usu kowasu
Hgure　4．　Correlation　between　the　categories　of　classifiers　and　verbs　of　’breaking’
Figure　4　shows　how　the　categorization　systems　of　the　verbs　of　tbreaking’　and　of
classifiers　co－occurring　with　objects　acted　upon　by　the　verbs　are　correlated　with　each
other．　Thus，　in　Japanese，　the　categorization　of　objects　also　is　related　to　the　catego一一
rization　of　those　verbs　of　tbreaking，’　which　express　the　direct　manipulation　of　con－
crete　objects　by　humans．
　i5）The　other　classifiers，　for　instance，　are　ki　for　powered　machines，　sog　for　boats，
dyahu　for　chairs　aRd　so　on．　As　exp｝ained，　when　we　are　concerBed　about　the　loss　of
function　of　objects，　we　can　use　howasu　to　describe　the　tbreaking’　of　these　objects．
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4．　Conclusion
　　　　This　paper　has　examined　the　interltal　structure　of　five　verb　categories　of　t　break－
ing’　in　Japanese，　and　the　correlation　between　the．categorization　of　the　five　verbs　of
’breaking’　and　the　classifiers　for　the　prototypical　objects　co－occurring　with　the　verbs．
　　　　The　examination　of　the　internal　structure　of　the　five　verb　categories　illustrates
that　every　meaning　from　the　prototype　meaning　to　the　peripheral　ones　is　connected
by　a　chaining　relation．　Each　verb　has　prototypical　object　for　the　action　of　“break－
ing．’　Prototypical　members　are　linked　to　other　members，　which　are　linked　to　other
members　including　metaphorical　expressions；　thus，　form　a　chaining　construction．
One　extended　sense　may　serve　as　the　basis　for　further　extensions　via　chaining．
Lakoff　（1987：　113）　points　out　that　extensions　from　the　center　of　categories　are　Rei－
ther　predictable　nor　arbitrary，　but　instead　are　motivated，　demonstrating　the
ecologicali6）　character　of　the　hu・man　mind．　The　peripheral　usage　of　each　verb　in　ex－
amples　examined　in　this　paper　may　ltot　be　predictable　from　the　prototypical　meaR－
ing．　However，　mental　images　or　image－schema　transformations　can　consistently
account　for　not　only　the　central　usages　but　also　the　metaphorical　ones．
　　　　Furthermore，　1　have　shown　that　the　prototypical　meanings　of　the　verbs　and　the
classifiers　for　the　prototypical　objects　are　somewhat　correlated　．with　each　other．　ln
particular，　this　result　empirically　proves　Denny’s　（1986）　claims　that　classifiers　ex－
press　ontological　categories　which　are　special　concepts　telling　us　which　verbs　can　go
with　which　nouns．　DenRy　（1976）　suggests　that　classifiers　are　concerned　with　commu－
nicating　a　few　especially　important　classes　that　objects　fa玉l　into　by　virtue　of　the
ways　in　which　we　interact　with　them．　As　we　see　in　this　paper，　the　categorization　of
verbs　of　tbreaking，’　verbs　which　represents　a　high　degree　of　human　interaction　with
objects，　has　a　correlation　with　the　cagetorization　of　objects　in　a　language．　Thus，　the
linguistic　correlation　and　interactioR　of　the　categorization　of　nouns　with　that　of
verbs，　particularly　those　which　describe　the　manipulation　of　concrete　objects，　reveal
ehe　fact　that　conceptual　structure　has　an　effect　on　more　than　one　linguistic　category
and　thus，　makes　them　interact　in　a　systematic　way．　Although　there　is　much　room
for　further　investigation，　this　study　illustrates　an　example　of　the　relationship
between　internal　structure　o，f　categories　and　the　way　£he　categories　cognitively　and
linguistica｝ly　interact．
　16）：Bジeco｝ogica｝，’Lakoff（1987）means　a　system　with　a簸overa！l　s£ructure，　where　effects
cannot　be　localized　一　that　is，　where　something　in　one　part　of　the　system　a’?ｆｅｃｔｓ　things
elsewhere　in　the　system．
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